
Genius 2101 

Chapter 2101 2106-Shocking Everyone! 

The situation of the battle had been reversed before anyone could react. Such a shocking battle 

situation stunned the experts from the realm of beasts. This was especially true for the members of the 

deer Clan. Previously, they had wanted to dominate the beast Realm. Now, they saw that their crown 

prince's deer bracelet had advanced to the blood deer form through self-destruction but was countered 

by ye chen! 

"W-what's going on?" 

The deer King looked at the battle below. His deer bracelet was already in ye Chen's grasp and his entire 

arm could not move. 

The dagger in his hand had pierced ye Chen's throat but it did not cause any damage. The difference in 

strength was like heaven and earth! 

"This is too shocking. Before this, we thought that ye chen would be crushed by the deer hoop like an 

ant. But now, the deer hoop has been suppressed!" 

"Look, deer hoop's attack can kill a peak true immortal in an instant, but the opponent is just a little 

itinerant immortal. Not only does he not have a mountain wall, but he even used his throat to meet the 

sure-kill attack. Is he even human?" 

"This is too terrifying. What kind of powerful body refining cultivation base is this? is this man a God?" 

Those who had been bragging about how powerful deer hoop was had now changed sides. Ye Chen's 

actions were too shocking. Many people even shouted "God's language" at ye chen. Although they soon 

realized that they had lost their composure, who could explain what they had seen? 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The space where ye chen and the deer hoop were located was still within the sanguine storm. No one 

could get close to it. However, this sanguine storm no longer belonged to the deer hoop. Instead, it was 

under ye Chen's control. 

Then, everyone saw an even more shocking scene! 

"Ling Chi!" 

Suddenly, someone shouted with his eyes wide open. Everyone's hearts trembled as they looked 

forward. They discovered that on the battlefield, the deer hoops were being continuously cut by their 

own strangling storms. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Fresh blood spurted out, and from the arm, pieces of flesh fell off the shop. 

"Ah!" 
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The powerhouses in the other battlefield enchantments were all stunned. They had never thought that 

deerhoop, a super powerhouse who had released the blood deer form, would be so powerless that he 

was like a fish on the chopping board, waiting to be slaughtered! 

Fresh blood continued to flow, and deerhoop's body continued to convulse and tremble. His face was 

contorted, and he was on the verge of fainting. 

"Ah!" 

He let out a furious roar but it was useless. Previously, he had wanted to execute ye chen by 

dismembering him by a thousand cuts. Now, he was being treated this way and cut by his own power. 

This was a complete failure and an extreme humiliation! 

"Deerring, this is the consequence of going against me. This is just the beginning. Only the most painful 

death can wash away your sins, trash like you!" 

Ye Chen's eyes flashed. With a thought, the powerful Blood Storm began to cut deer hoop's body wildly. 

"Ah!" 

Piles of white bones appeared on deer hoop's arm. Those were bloody white bones. It was a terrifying 

and unparalleled state. However, this was only the beginning because deer hoop would not die easily. 

Naturally, ye Chen's execution would not end. 

"Sanguine storm strangle!" 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The sanguine storm cut through quickly, and deerhoop's body truly felt the threat of destruction. 

"Deer blood sacrifice to the heavens!" 

In his most desperate and furious state, the deer bracelet made an extreme choice. It chose to release 

all the power of the blood deer in its body. Even if it had to cripple its own cultivation base, it would still 

attack ye chen. 

Behind the deer bracelet, the blood deer appeared once again. This time, it was even more majestic, 

terrifying, and brutal! 

"This is the ultimate backlash from the deer bracelet!" 

"Is ye chen going to die from the explosion?" 

The situation changed again. Everyone locked onto the battle between the two, hoping to see the final 

result. 

"Ha, even if you use all your skills, you can't make me move a single step!“ 

"What did you just say?" 

"Ah!" 



Ye chen shouted coldly. The power of the bloody storm increased a hundredfold because it was imbued 

with the ancient God Power that could accommodate all things. 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

The sanguine storm charged toward the blood deer. The blood deer instinctively resisted and released 

the ultimate backlash. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

In the air, the two forces collided wildly. Waves of power exploded in front of ye chen. Even a true 

immortal's body would be blown to pieces in an instant. However, ye chen stood in the circle of 

explosions, motionless. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

Before the explosion, ye Chen's entire body was covered in metal glass. The ancient Divine dragon scale 

armor reappeared. No matter how the blood deer exploded, it could not hurt ye chen. On the other 

hand, the deer bracelet was completely destroyed by its own power and the sanguine storm! 

"Ah!" 

With one last painful cry, deerhoop's flesh was cut and burst, and the shadow of the blood deer behind 

him disappeared completely. 

After the previous attack, all of his cultivation base had disappeared. 

"Heavenly snake devour!" 

Just as the energy was about to completely dissipate into the void, ye chen released the heavenly 

Serpent Power. 

All of the qi and blood energy was devoured by the sky snake and kept. 

"Immortal flying knife!" 

"Yes, master!" 

The immortal flying knife flew out and stabbed into deerhoop's heart. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

A stream of blood was poured into the immortal flying knife. Immediately, the flying knife absorbed the 

power of the true immortal and began to transform. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

Countless blade lights flashed and attacked in all directions. Deerhoop's floating body was instantly 

shattered by the blade lights, turning into pieces of bones that fell to the ground. 

The flying Dagger flew through the sky and made countless turns before returning to ye Chen's hand. 

"How do you feel?" 



"Master, I feel great. My power has increased by at least five percent. I can even kill a true immortal 

now!" 

"Very good!" 

Ye chen put away the immortal slaying Flying Dagger, looked at the pile of white bones, and turned to 

leave. 

This scene shocked everyone present, especially the princes who were still inside the battle 

enchantment. They were even more shocked. They wondered what would happen if they were to face 

ye chen. Were they really stronger than deer hoop? 

Other than the two crown princes of the Eagle tribe and the Tiger Tribe, who were also part of the three 

major tribes, the other crown princes were all kneeling on the ground, almost unable to move. 

Deerhoop's terrifying death had completely shocked them, and many people wanted to withdraw from 

the competition. 

"Bear elder, I want to withdraw from the competition!" 

"Me too, I want to withdraw from the competition!" 

Many of the crown princes submitted their withdrawal applications one after another. Many of the 

older powerhouses of the tribes also shouted and cheered for their crown princes. Ye chen was too 

strong and overbearing. They did not want their crown princes to die Here. 

"Bear man elder, quickly open the barrier and let our Crown Prince return!" 

"Yes, immediately open the barrier!" 

Many of the tribe members demanded, but the bear man elder only frowned and had no intention of 

doing as they were told! 

Chapter 2102 2107-Shocking Change! 

"Bear elder, what is the meaning of this?" 

Seeing that the old man had no intention of withdrawing the barrier, the current situation was 

extremely unfavorable to the other tribes in the beast Realm. Ye chen had intimidated the crowd and his 

might was unstoppable. The crown princes of many tribes had revealed frightened expressions. This in 

itself was a major blow to the reputation of these tribes. If these crown princes really died at ye Chen's 

hands, the situation would be even worse. 

"Hahaha, this is a joust for a spouse event bestowed by the beast King. How can it end so easily?" 

The bear-man elder replied with a smile. 

"You!" 

Everyone was furious. At this moment, a roar shook the entire scene. 

"Are you going to disobey this King's will?" 
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The beast King did not expect ye chen to be so powerful that he could kill Lu Huan. Under such 

circumstances, the beast King's lineage was in a favorable position. 

"Beast King, what do you want to do? Our Crown Prince is no longer interested in your daughter. Get 

them out immediately!" 

"Right, let them come out!" 

Many tribes were putting pressure on the beast King, but his words had already angered the beast King. 

"What did you say? You're not interested in my daughter?" 

The beast king's blood-red eyes brightened, and his anger surged. He struck out a powerful palm 

towards the tribe members. 

The huge palm print turned into a deadly magical ability, instantly killing several powerful cultivators. 

Such an action caused an irrepressible conflict. Many tribes looked coldly at the beast Kings and had 

already turned hostile. 

"Beast King, you're a bully. You no longer have the right to lead the beast Realm!" 

"That's right. Let's reopen this barrier together!" 

"Right!" 

Many old experts attacked together, wanting to break through the barrier and save their Crown Prince. 

"Hahaha!" 

At this moment, the beast King's maniacal laughter reverberated throughout the entire area. He flew 

out, and a majestic Lion King's illusionary image bloomed behind his back. His powerful might swept out 

in all directions. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The surrounding space exploded rapidly, and many experts fell to the ground in pain. 

"Beast King, you've gone too far!" 

At this moment, an old man from the Eagle Clan made his move. His sharp claws waved, breaking 

through the firmament, and his palm print was released, shaking the four Seas! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

Sharp claws and palm prints attacked the beast King at the same time, but the beast King was not afraid 

at all. 

"You dare to attack this King directly? this is an act of treason!" 

"The king no longer has any subordinates in his heart, so why should we respect you as the king?" 

The old Eagle's eyes were cold as he glared at the beast King. His powerful might attracted the support 

of many of the Eagle clan's members as he faced the beast King. 



At this moment, the Tiger elders jumped out at the same time. 

"Hmph, beast King, this old man had originally wanted to cooperate with you to let Crown Prince Hu Yue 

marry your daughter. I didn't expect you to break your promise like this. Since that's the case, so what if 

my Tiger Tribe retaliates?" 

"Hahaha, elder Hu Xiao, with all of us working together, do we need to fear the beast King? 

"Elder Ying Fang, that's what I meant!" 

"Count me in!" 

At this moment, someone shouted coldly and flew out. His majestic power was overwhelming and his 

blood-red eyes stared coldly at the enemy. It was the deer King. 

Lu Huan had died at ye Chen's hands. Now, it was obvious that the beast King wanted to protect ye 

chen. The situation was already at its end. Since that was the case, there was nothing else to say. They 

would just rebel! 

The beast King became cautious when he saw the three great families of the Eagle, Tiger, and deer 

rebelling. He knew that these three great families were the most powerful existences in the tribe. Once 

the people of the other tribes caught up with them, the consequences would be unimaginable. 

"Bear elder, guard the barrier! The battle continues!" 

"Yes, beast King!" 

The werebears chatted as they stood in front of the barrier. Their beast power expanded, and anyone 

who crossed the boundary would be killed without mercy. 

Inside the ward, many princes of the beast Realm wanted to break through the ward, but their 

cultivation was obviously not enough. 

At this moment, Hu Yue and Ying Wei stood together. These two people were the crown princes of the 

Tiger and Eagle clans. 

"Ye chen, continue the battle!" 

The beast King called out to ye chen. 

"What?" 

Ye chen turned around and looked at the beast King with a cold smile. 

"Beast King, you seem to have given the wrong command!" 

"What?" 

The beast King's expression was cold as it locked onto ye chen. Waves of invisible energy pressed down 

on him but these were obviously ineffective against ye chen. 

"I'm a human. Why do I need to listen to your orders? I have my own reasons for participating in this 

event. As long as you agree to my conditions, I can help you get rid of these pieces of trash!" 



"Oh? Hahaha, it seems that this King has underestimated shrewdness. Ye chen, since we all have our 

own needs, why don't you just say it?" 

"Simple, beast Emperor pill!" 

"Mm ..." 

The beast King's eyes were cold and his heart trembled. He didn't expect that this man would really 

need the beast Emperor pill. 

"Beast Emperor pill, no problem, as long as you marry my daughter!" 

"No, I only want the beast Emperor pill!" 

"You!" 

The beast King was furious. He did not expect ye chen to be ungrateful when he wanted to marry his 

daughter off. Did ye chen not like his daughter? 

Princess man 'er also looked furious. She shouted,"Ye chen, how am I not good enough for you?" 

"Princess man 'er, you're a sharp person. You should know that I'm not interested in you. I'm just a 

passer-by. I'm just passing by here, so I want to take something with me. And, that thing is none other 

than the beast Emperor pill!" 

"Hateful!" 

Princess man 'er couldn't help but stomp her feet. She was the daughter of the beast King, the princess 

of the beast Realm. Countless crown princes of the beast clans wanted to marry her, but she didn't 

expect that someone would actually reject her. 

This kind of humiliation made Princess man 'er extremely unhappy. 

"Hahaha!" 

At that moment, on the battlefield, Ying Wei and Hu Yue laughed. 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the two of them, who had a mocking look on their faces. 

"Beast King, do you agree or not? you should know the overall situation!" 

"Alright, I'll give you the beast Emperor pill!" 

"Since that's the case, I'll agree to help you get rid of these disasters!" 

Looking at Hu Yue and Ying Wei's mocking smiles, ye Chen's heart was filled with anger. Such ants dared 

to disrespect the celestial Emperor. Then, he could only kill them without mercy! 

Ye chen slowly walked in front of the two. The other orc princes saw the situation and knew that ye 

chen was going to start a massacre. In that case, they might as well stand together with Hu Yue and Ying 

Wei to deal with ye chen! 



"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

Many experts stood behind the two of them, expressing their loyalty. 

"Very good. If you listen to our commands later, not only will you be able to kill this person, but you will 

also be heroes when we control the entire beast region in the future!" 

"We understand!" 

p Many of the crown princes knelt down. They knew of Hu Yue and Ying Wei's strength and were 

naturally convinced. 

Ye Chen's eyes turned cold as he looked at the crowd. It was time to end this farce. 

"Ah!" 

With a furious roar, ye chen released his own power. Waves of immortal demonic power rose to the sky. 

"Oh? It's interesting that he has so many powers. Yingwei, kill this man and we might get more. " 

"Of course, we'll share his power!" 

"Giggle!" 

The two of them looked at each other and smiled coldly. They licked their lips as if the person in front of 

them was their ultimate prey! 

Chapter 2103 2108-Fighting Two Heroes Alone! 

"A puny loose immortal, do you really think you can deal with us? Hahaha!" 

Hu Yue was the first to reveal a cold smile. He was completely different from when he was in the 

selection battlefield. His cold and sinister appearance was undoubtedly revealed. He was still a very 

shrewd person. 

"Ye chen, kill them. Whether you agree or not, I'll follow you!" 

Ye chen was just about to make a move when he was distracted by Princess man 'er's words. 

"Your Highness, according to your conditions, how many powerhouses would want to be with you? why 

are you so persistent?" 

"Ye chen, don't say anything. You can't get rid of me!" 

"AI, forget it, do as you wish!" 

Ye chen did not want to say more because the person in front of him was even more detestable. He had 

to deal with him. 

"Hehe, Princess man 'er, I'll let you watch the person you like die in front of you. How about it?" 

"That's right. Ancestor man er, once we obtain the right to become the master of the beast region, how 

about you serve us together?" 

"Yes, yes, this is the best!" 
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Hu Yue and Ying Wei revealed lecherous smiles. Their expressions made Princess man 'er feel extremely 

disgusted. 

"Bastard, you deserve to die!" 

"Ha, I didn't expect that the two of you, the princes of the beast Realm, could be so shameless. 

Hahaha!" 

Ye Chen's maniacal laughter reverberated through the entire scene. His eyes revealed an unprecedented 

strong killing intent. This killing intent shook the mind and instantly made the princes of the beast Realm 

behind him feel a strong mental suppression and retreat. 

"This person is too fierce. Everyone saw Lu Huan's death." 

"That's right. Let's back off. We can't be his match." 

"I'll leave it to Ying Wei and Hu Yue. They're both super experts. They'll definitely be able to kill this 

man!" 

The other crown princes of the beast Realm were like ants now. They only wanted to drag out an 

ignoble existence. They didn't have any will to fight. Such a performance made Hu Yue and Ying Wei 

want to kill them. 

However, the opponent before them was ye chen. It was not these ants 'turn. 

"Kill!" 

Hu Yue was the first to attack. The shape of a fierce tiger appeared behind him and it pounced violently, 

charging straight at ye chen. 

"Nine Heavens lightning strike!" 

Ye Chen's eyes narrowed. His palm print shot out in the shape of a Dragon's Roar and the momentum of 

a Thunderbolt. The moment it came into contact with the Tiger's beast power, it shook and shattered it. 

The moment the Tiger-shaped beast power was shattered, the Tiger leaped out and waved its sharp 

claws. Countless blade lights rushed over. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The saber ray moved swiftly, forming a saber net that sealed off all of ye Chen's escape routes. 

"You have nowhere to run!" Hu Yue sneered in the sky. 

"Escape? Hahaha, when will I escape?" 

With that, ye Chen's dragon scale armor reappeared. All the saber gleams that hit the dragon scale 

armor were like hitting a body of steel and could only bounce back. 

"What?" 

Hu Yue's eyes turned cold and his brows furrowed. Ye Chen's powerful body refinement technique had 

shocked him. 



Of course, as the Crown Prince of the Tiger clan, his strength couldn't only be this. Hu Yue's entire body's 

power was concentrated in one place as he punched out. It was the heaven shaking Tiger fist! 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Ye Chen's punch contained countless hidden fist gleams. Ye chen took it head-on with his palm. At the 

moment of contact, countless fist gleams exploded. An ordinary person would have exploded and died 

in such a situation but ye chen had the ancient God Body protection. He had no problem at all. 

Seeing that his fist ray could not hurt ye chen, Hu Yue fell into a state of anxiety. 

Meanwhile, Eagle might, who was observing from the side, was ready to make a move. He was looking 

for ye Chen's weakness and wanted to kill him in one blow. This was the strategy that the two of them 

had set up before. The Tiger would leap to assist the attack while Eagle might launch a "surprise attack"! 

Such a fierce battle had already frightened the crown princes behind Ying Wei. They saw that ye chen 

was able to take Hu Yue's super-powerful mystical power head-on. Could it be that even Hu Yue and 

Ying Wei were not his match? 

At this moment, such emotions were constantly corroding everyone's minds, causing their legs to go 

soft, and their will to fight to be further lost. 

"AI!" 

Many of the old experts outside the enchantment barrier felt very uncomfortable when they saw their 

crown princes in such a state. They had pampered these crown princes in the past and didn't let them 

suffer much. Before the real bloody battle, they had lost all their beast-like nature and lost all their face. 

"I really regret not giving them more time to train!" 

"That's right. The younger generation is too proud. They've never seen real fire and blood!" 

Only Ying Fang and Hu Xiao were very pleased when they heard the old powerhouses 'remorseful words. 

After all, on the battlefield, Ying Wei and Hu Yue were the only two people who were not afraid of ye 

chen. If the two of them worked together to fight ye chen, victory was bound to be theirs. 

"Ha! Fellow Daoists, there's no need to be so sorrowful. This man is about to be killed by our Crown 

Prince. If you all support our Eagle and Tiger tribes, you'll definitely receive plenty of benefits." 

Ying Fang said with a smile. 

"That's right. The Eagle tribe and the Tiger Tribe are old friends. It's already an unstoppable trend for 

them to dominate the beast region. You all have to form a battle team as soon as possible!" Hu Xiao 

said. 

"As long as you can avenge my son, this King will support you!" 

The deer King stepped forward and said. 

"Hahaha, deer King, you're so bold. What about you guys?" 

"Of course we will support you, as long as you can Save Our Crown Prince!" 



"No problem!" 

Ying Fang and Hu Xiao looked at each other, then used a secret technique to communicate with their 

crown princes, telling them to protect the other crown princes within the barrier. 

"Many thanks!" 

Many of the old experts bowed. As long as the Crown Prince of their race was still alive, there was still 

hope for their race. 

After receiving the news from the outside world, Ying Wei looked at the people behind him. They were 

just a motley crew. He wanted to get rid of them, but it seemed like that was not possible. 

Hu Yue had also received the news. However, he was currently engaged in a bloody battle with ye chen 

and had no time to think about this. 

"Tiger Claw Suan ni killing move!" 

Boom, boom, boom! 

After a long time of attacking but failing, Hu Yue was furious. He gathered all the strength in his body, 

pushing his speed and strength to the extreme. He wildly jumped in space and pounced. 

Between heaven and earth, everyone could only see countless Tiger silhouettes flashing, jumping, and 

turning into black clouds. Such a powerful suppressive force made the crown princes who did not 

participate in the battle feel extremely intimidated. Many of them even began to show signs of mental 

exhaustion. 

They could only channel their Beast Strength to resist this kind of pressure! 

At this moment, Ying Wei was also ready to attack. He had observed ye chen for a long time and thought 

that he had grasped ye Chen's weakness. 

"Hu Yue, kill!" 

"Alright!" 

Hu Yue received Eagle might's message and knew that the other party had already grasped ye Chen's 

weakness. This was the moment to launch the sure-kill. 

"All living things in the lion Mountain forest have been destroyed!" 

"Roar!" 

With a tiger's roar, the countless Tiger silhouettes in the sky seemed to have received the order to leap 

and aim at ye chen. They charged down with boundless might and unstoppable force! 

At the same time, Eagle might transformed into his Eagle form and his speed was even more shocking. 

In a flash, he had already disappeared in front of everyone! 

"Is it finally here?" 

Chapter 2104 Mission Complete! 
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"True spirit nine transformations, heaven swallowing meteorite!" 

The celestial Thearch stood on a Golden Lotus, and a spiritual light flashed between his brows. His 

power erupted and condensed into a sky-devouring Dragon carriage that roared between heaven and 

earth, shocking the entire universe! 

"Roar!" 

The heaven-devouring turtle's supreme power and its devouring power combined with the time and 

space law. Instantly, the entire space became extremely distorted. The tornado in the huge mouth was 

violent, and the endless suction force made all the Tiger silhouettes fly toward the heaven-devouring 

turtle's mouth like kites with their strings cut. 

"What?" 

Seeing such a shocking scene, Hu Yue was completely stunned. Eagle Wei, who was looking for an 

opening at the side, could no longer stop. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The shadow of an Eagle flew between heaven and earth. Waves of cold blade light were aimed at ye 

Chen's body. 

"The heaven-extinguishing saber technique turns nature into work!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

At this moment of crisis, ye chen waved his hand blade. The ancient God Power in his body was added to 

the hand blade. Suddenly, wind and thunder surged in the world. On the ground, a huge Wall Rose from 

the ground. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The huge wall instantly covered ye Chen's figure. At the same time, all of Ying Wei's attacks hit the wall. 

"What kind of blade technique is this?" 

"It's too strange. A saber technique can build a wall?" 

Such a method of avoiding disaster amazed the people of the beast Realm. Their eyes widened and their 

hearts trembled. 

"Kill!" 

Hawk Wei was not convinced and shouted to kill. All the Hawk's shadows transformed into the most 

powerful penetrating claws and broke through the high wall in front of him, directly attacking ye chen. 

"Eagle might is indeed powerful. This wall is useless!" 

"Yes, because he's invincible!" 

Upon seeing this, the people from the realm of beasts once again thought highly of Ying Wei. They felt 

that this attack would be enough to kill ye chen. 



"Ants dare to defy the heavens!" 

However, at this moment, ye Chen's eyes flashed with a cold light again. The Chi around his body swept 

out and his arm stretched out infinitely. In an instant, it transformed into the demon's hand and 

descended from the sky, covering the sky. 

"Xiantian Qi capturing technique!" 

"Hateful!" 

As their surprise attack had failed, they were caught by ye Chen's demon's hand and could not move. 

"Die!" 

The death sentence was issued. The devil's hand contained the extremely strong dark force of the 

source of darkness and the law of destruction of the Devil's Eye. In the blink of an eye, the celestial 

Emperor clenched his hand, and cracking sounds were heard. Blood spurted out, and Eagle Wei 

exploded in the air, dead! 

"Ah?" 

The members of the Eagle Clan were incomparably shocked, while Ying Fang was unable to restrain his 

anger. 

"That damned ye chen!" 

He wanted to punish ye chen but with the old bear man in front of him, he could not break through the 

barrier. 

"Yingfang, how dare you be so impudent before the beast King?" 

"Ye chen killed the Crown Prince of the Eagle Clan. He must die!" 

"Hahaha, the Crown Prince of the Eagle Clan is not as good as you, yet you still dare to be arrogant?" 

"You!" 

Ying Fang was furious, and he charged at the bear elder without any regard for the consequences. 

"Ha, this old man will play with you!" 

The bear elder's eyes shone coldly. Instantly, a huge bear shadow shook the heavens and earth with 

unstoppable might. 

On the battlefield, Ying Fang had been defeated and killed. The only person who could truly fight against 

ye chen was Hu Yue. 

Moreover, his ultimate skill had been directly devoured by ye Chen's heaven-devouring meteorite. He 

had already lost his sharpness. At this moment, he looked at ye chen in front of him. He was as tall as a 

God and his might was unstoppable! 

"Hu Yue, it's your turn now." 

Ye chen looked coldly at Hu Yue. The latter's legs were weak and he had lost his will to fight. 



"All of you, come over here!" 

He shouted to the people behind him. 

Although the powerhouses at the back were also the crown princes of their respective clans, their 

fighting will had long been intimidated by ye chen. They had been waiting for Hu Yue and Eagle's might 

to kill ye chen. However, at this moment, Eagle's might had exploded and Hu Yue had retreated. They 

had even less courage. 

"Hu Yue, we've submitted to ye chen. Don't you dare order us around!" 

"That's right. We are all crown princes. Why should we listen to your commands?" 

Many crown princes responded strongly, not wanting to be Hu Yue's Lackey. 

"You bunch of trash!" 

Hu Yue was furious. He turned around and looked at the crowd. The people behind him retreated one 

after another. However, they still had the power to protect themselves if they gathered together and 

fought against Hu Yue. 

The elders of the various clans in the outside world looked helpless when they saw this scene. It was 

obvious that ye chen alone could intimidate everyone and make those so-called crown princes beg for 

mercy. 

Soon, the princes of the small tribes came to ye chen and knelt down. 

"Senior ye, we're convinced. Please spare our lives!" 

Everyone begged for mercy in unison. Behind them, Hu Yue was furious, but he had no way to change 

their minds. 

"You bunch of idiots, die!" 

In his rage, Hu Yue used his killer move again, wanting to catch them all in one fell swoop. 

"Ha!" 

With a sneer, ye Chen's palm print shot out. In a single exchange, Hu Yue's killer move dissipated. 

Ye chen looked at the many crown princes before him and smiled.""You don't need to submit to me. You 

only need to submit to Princess man 'er and the Beast King, and swear to never betray me!" 

"Yes, yes!" 

Everyone swore to never betray him, or they would die under the blades. 

Princess man 'er's expression became gentle when she saw this. 

She thought to herself,'ye chen actually made those people swear allegiance to them for me and the 

Beast King's bloodline. This kind of breadth of mind and spirit is not something an ordinary cultivator can 

have. He's indeed extraordinary.' 



"Hahaha, ye Chen's martial arts are unrivaled. He's already won this battle. Tiger King, does your son still 

want to fight?" 

The beast King laughed and looked at the Tiger Tribe. He didn't want to kill them all. After all, he had a 

relatively good relationship with the Tiger Tribe. 

The Tiger King stood up and looked at the beast King coldly. He then smiled and said,""Of course!" 

After that, the Tiger King struck out with his palm. The powerful force shattered the space and the 

barrier was instantly broken. Following that, a wave of energy brought Hu Yue back to the Tiger clan. 

"Phew ..." 

After returning to the Tiger clan, Hu Yue still had lingering fear in his heart as he continuously exhaled. 

"Hmph!" 

Seeing Hu Yue in such a state, the Tiger King snorted coldly. Hu Yue could only kneel on the ground. 

,m The other clans knelt before the beast King one after another. After all, in their eyes, ye chen was the 

Prince Consort. Now that the beast King's lineage had greatly increased in strength and their Crown 

Prince had made an oath, they naturally did not want to betray him. 

This time, the Eagle Clan and the deer Clan were the most miserable. They had suffered a great loss. The 

two crown princes had died at ye Chen's hands one after another. One could imagine the resentment in 

their hearts. 

"Let's go!" 

The deer and Eagle tribesmen shouted and left with their teams. 

Ye chen walked up to the beast King and said,"Beast King, I have completed my mission. Where is the 

beast Emperor pill?" 

"Ha, don't worry. I will give you the beast Emperor pill. However, you must have the ability to retrieve 

the pill!" 

"What?" 

At this point, ye Chen's eyes glowed coldly. He believed that the beast King was deliberately making 

things difficult for him. 

Of course, the beast King understood what ye chen was thinking. He smiled and said, "It's not that I'm 

trying to make things difficult for you. It's just that the beast Emperor pill is in the beast Emperor 

mountain range. Even I can't get it easily." 

"So that's how it is. Then there's no need for beast King to worry, just tell me where the mountain range 

is!" 

"Good spirit!" 

Chapter 2105 Beast Emperor Domain! 
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The beast Emperor mountain range was the resting place of the ancient beast Emperor. 

The beast Realm's founder was the ancient beast Emperor. He was an extremely mysterious person. No 

one knew what his cultivation level was, but the legend of him conquering the eight wastelands and 

razing the wilderness to the ground, and creating a Foundation for the human-beast hybrid clan, was 

known to all. 

It was said that the beast Emperor had even fought with the god of the underworld, but no one knew 

who won. 

However, after that, the god of the underworld went into seclusion, the beast Emperor disappeared, 

and the lineage of the beast Realm was passed to the beast King. These events were quite legendary. 

The beast King, Princess man 'er, and ye chen arrived at the back of the beast King Hall. There was a 

secret passage that led to the beast Emperor mountain range. 

After walking through the secret passage, the outside world was dark. In front of them, there was a tall 

iron gate as tall as a mountain. It was the entrance to the beast Emperor mountain. 

Ye chen looked at the large metal door. There were strange runes printed on it. 

At a glance, he saw that the symbols seemed to come to life and were constantly twisting. This made ye 

chen very curious. His eyes continued to absorb these distorted images. Then, these images entered the 

ancient God Space and were analyzed and evolved by the ancient God mental cultivation method. 

"Beast Emperor power!" 

Suddenly, a word flashed in his mind. These runes contained the power of the beast Emperor! 

Ye chen unconsciously extended his palm and then automatically formed all kinds of seals. These seals 

began to evolve in the void. For a time, all kinds of magical powers and secret techniques of the beast 

clan were naturally formed. 

"Ah?" 

When the beast King saw this scene, he was greatly shocked. The secret divine ability that ye chen had 

used actually contained the secret techniques of many major clans in the beast Realm. How could he use 

it? 

The runes in the air were already moving according to ye Chen's palm. He had cultivated for hundreds of 

years but could not understand these runes. The young man in front of him could feel the mysterious 

power in them with just a glance. Could this man be the beast Emperor's successor bestowed by the 

heavens? 

Of course, ye chen could not comprehend such an exquisite rune on his own. Instead, it was because he 

had previously absorbed a large amount of beast energy and his body already possessed a strong affinity 

with beast energy. Through the analysis of the ancient God Space, his level of study of beast energy was 

definitely not inferior to that of beast Kings. 

Moreover, by relying on the celestial Thearch's superb comprehension ability, his current understanding 

of beast power could be said to be far above that of beast Kings. 



Therefore, when he saw these runes, he could instantly understand the profoundness within! 

"Ye chen, ye chen!" 

At this moment, a voice appeared in ye Chen's mind. Then, he opened his eyes and saw Princess man 'er 

standing in front of him. 

"Do you know what you just did?" The princess asked. 

"You're actually able to control these ancient runes. No one knows when these runes were engraved. 

Even father can't understand them. " 

"Is that so?" 

Ye Chen's nonchalant reply left Princess man 'er speechless. 

"Hmph, don't think that you're invincible!" 

"Ha, Princess, I don't think I'm invincible. This is just your imagination!" 

"What do you mean? do you think I'm invincible? Hahaha, what a joke!" 

"You know it clearly in your heart!" 

After ye chen finished speaking, he instantly absorbed the runes before him and went to the door. 

"Ah!" 

"Open!" He shouted and released the rune power he had absorbed earlier. The steel door opened on its 

own! 

"Boom boom boom!" 

The Grand, ancient door opened before the three of them, as if it was welcoming the arrival of an 

Emperor. 

The beast King nodded slightly. In his heart, he had already acknowledged ye chen. The fact that this 

person could control the power of these runes before him meant that he was qualified to possess a 

certain level of beast Emperor power. Beast Emperor power was the power that the beast King had 

been cultivating for a long time but had never broken through. Due to the limitations of his talent, he 

could not even understand the most basic of it. 

"Please!" 

The beast King stepped forward and said. Ye chen walked straight ahead. He had opened the door 

himself, so there was no need to be polite. 

After walking through the door, they discovered a Grand Sacred Palace. This Sacred Palace was the most 

majestic and mysterious beast Emperor Palace in the beast region. 

At the end of the hall, there was a huge beast statue. It was the beast Emperor! 

"This is the beast emperor statue!" 



The beast King and Princess man 'er bowed and paid their respects. 

Seeing that ye chen did not move, Princess man 'er said angrily,""You didn't bow to the beast King? what 

are you doing?" 

"Ha, I'm a lone wolf. I don't need to worship anyone!" 

p "Man 'er, don't be rude. Ye Chen's right. " 

"Father, sigh!" 

Princess man 'er didn't have any other choice, so she didn't say anything. 

"Beast King, Where Can I Get the beast Emperor pill? tell me!" Ye chen said. 

"It's simple. The beast Emperor pill is in the beast emperor statue!" 

"What?" 

Ye chen looked at the beast Emperor's statue. Suddenly, a wave of mental energy attacked. Then, a 

vertical eye appeared between the beast Emperor's brows and released a light. Ye Chen's body was 

enveloped in the light and then he disappeared without a trace. 

"Ye chen!" 

Princess man 'er shouted, but she was stopped by the beast King. 

"He has already entered the beast Emperor's domain. We can only wait." 

"Father, how is that possible? isn't it said that only the heir recognized by the beast Emperor can enter 

the beast Emperor's domain?" 

"Not bad!" 

"So, he ..." 

"He's the one the beast Emperor has chosen!" 

"This ..." 

Princess man 'er was shocked. Although she acknowledged ye Chen's strength, he was still a human. To 

say that he was acknowledged by the beast Emperor was too much of an exaggeration! 

However, it was a fact that ye chen had really entered the beast Emperor's domain. 

Within the beast Emperor's domain, ye Chen's figure floated and slowly descended. 

He looked around and saw that the sky was filled with white clouds. Looking down, there were also 

white clouds. It was as if everything here was made of clouds and there was no end to it. 

Ye chen felt very uncomfortable in such an environment. After all, there was no end to the fall. This was 

full of unknown. 

"Golden Lotus of divine power!" 



Ye chen took a light step and golden lotuses bloomed on their own, supporting ye Chen's body. 

However, he soon discovered that the origin of the Golden Lotus was continuously weakened by the 

clouds. It was almost unable to hold on. 

"Ha! You want to play hide-and-seek with me in this space?" 

The celestial Thearch laughed coldly, and sword Qi spontaneously appeared. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword energy charged in all directions just to test out what was controlling the movement within 

this space. 

However, the sword Qi was like the void, and there was no response. 

"How are you going to escape from my domain?" 

At this moment, a voice rang out. It was deep, powerful, and extremely domineering. 

"Oh?" 

When ye chen heard this voice, he naturally thought of the beast Emperor! 

"You didn't die, you old freak?" 

"How dare you call me that? human brat, you have guts!" 

"Spirit? Do I need to be bold to address you?" 

"Hahaha!" 

The beast Emperor laughed instead of getting angry. The space around him transformed rapidly. For a 

moment, Thunder rumbled and lightning flashed. A powerful force attacked ye chen! 

Chapter 2106 2111-Persistence! 

"If you want the beast Emperor pill, you must first pass my test!" 

"Old monster, if you have any tests, just come. Don't waste my time!" 

"Good brat, die!" 

The beast Emperor was furious. With a single thought, the heavens and earth shook. 

In the entire space, countless black clouds pressed down on the city. Lightning flashed, Thunder roared, 

and a boundless sea of fire! 

"Ha, Night Demon Armor!" 

"It's here, master!" 

Ye chen ordered. The night Demon Armor flew out and fused with ye chen. When the surrounding 

power of flames descended, it was all absorbed by the night Demon Armor. 
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"Phew, phew, phew!" 

As the flames were absorbed, the many wounds on the night Demon Armor were gradually healing. 

"What?" 

The beast Emperor did not expect his opponent to have such a move. His power had actually been used 

to benefit his opponent. He was furious. 

Above the black clouds, countless experts from the beast Realm revealed themselves. 

Of course, these were all phantoms condensed from power, but each King was a subordinate of the 

beast Emperor in ancient times. Each King released a super powerful pressure that made people 

breathless. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

Waves of beast King's power vibrated in the surroundings and all of them attacked ye chen. 

Even a true immortal would be instantly suppressed by this kind of pressure and even kneel on the 

ground. However, who dared to act arrogantly in front of the celestial Emperor? 

"Hahaha!" 

Ye chen laughed wildly as the celestial Thearch sword appeared in his hand again. 

"The celestial Emperor ordered the sword to spin!" 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

In the void, countless energy condensed into a token. Then, the sword's edge shot up to the nine 

Heavens, and the might of man and sword reappeared in the world. 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The boundless sword Qi instantly condensed into a violent tornado. The power of the tornado rotated 

endlessly, and it was actually three-three combination. Countless tornadoes were born! 

"Phew, phew, phew!" 

These tornadoes of sword Qi swirled around ye Chen's body. 

The surrounding beast King's power was completely absorbed by the tornado and refined through the 

ancient God Space, turning into ye Chen's own energy. 

"Roar!" 

The roar of a beast was like a signal for war. The six great beast Kings in the sky attacked at the same 

time. 

Fist, palm, spear, saber, sword, and concealed weapon-six different martial arts techniques were 

displayed at the same time as they rushed toward ye chen. 

"Good!" 



Ye chen was not afraid of the six martial arts techniques. Only his will to fight burned stronger! 

"Go!" 

With the heavenly Emperor's command, the tornadoes began to attack! 

The tornado's power directly countered the beast King's power. Both sides did not give in to each other. 

The strangulation of this kind of power was like a battle between beasts. Ye chen was the beast Fighter 

who controlled everything, and the six great beast Kings were the evolution of the beast clan. 

As the huge tornado devoured, the power of the six beast Kings was shattered one after another. It was 

a shocking scene. 

"Impossible!" 

"Impossible!" The beast Emperor was extremely puzzled. The beast King's power was a form of power 

that was far above ordinary beast power. How could ye chen break it with this kind of mystical power? 

"Something's wrong!" 

He suddenly opened his eyes wide and saw the truth. 

It turned out that ye Chen's man-sword tornado formation actually contained beast Emperor power! 

"Hahaha, you can operate the beast Emperor rune on the gate. Your talent is amazing!" 

"Old freak, this is just a small gift for you. If you want to test my true power, why don't you show 

yourself?" 

"Good boy, if I show myself, you'll be completely finished!" 

"What a joke!" 

Ye Chen's cold gaze shot up to the nine Heavens, and the heaven and earth quake flashed between his 

brows! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

A Dark Sword energy shot up into the sky. The demon opened its eyes, and the god of the underworld 

appeared! 

It was caused by the sword Qi and was unrivaled! 

The shadows of the six beast Kings were swept away by the sword! 

"What?" 

Feeling the power of the nether God, the beast Emperor was shocked. It had never thought that it 

would be able to sense this person's power. 

"Underworld God Power, what's your relationship with the underworld God?" 

"It doesn't matter!" 

"No relationship? You're lying to a child!" 



The beast Emperor was furious. It transformed into a shadow and fought. The beast Emperor force 

revolved around its body, and the entire beast domain shook! 

The beast Kings and Princess man 'er outside felt this earth-shaking power, and they all revealed 

shocked expressions. 

"Father, what exactly happened?" Princess man er asked. 

"I don't know either. Such might, I think it's very likely that the beast Emperor's divine sense has taken 

action personally." 

"The Divine Will of a beast Emperor? Could it be that the beast Emperor has left a divine sense in this 

phenomenon?" 

"Of course, this divine thought is the last hope of the royal family. If the other beasts really rebel, this 

divine thought of the beast Emperor will not stand by and do nothing!" 

"I see!" 

Princess man 'er nodded slightly. She was very worried about ye chen. Although ye chen was extremely 

powerful and could fight beyond his own limits, the beast Emperor was a figure who could fight against 

the underworld God in ancient times. 

The beast King naturally saw through Princess man 'er's thoughts, and consoled her,"Man 'er, don't 

worry. If ye chen is really the beast King's chosen one, he'll be fine!" 

,m "En!" 

Princess man 'er smiled. She absolutely believed that ye chen was the one chosen by heaven and would 

be able to get the beast Emperor pill. 

Inside the beast Emperor's domain, the beast Emperor sensed the underworld energy and was furious. 

It transformed into a shadow to fight ye chen. 

"Beast Emperor, hand over the beast Emperor pill to save us some trouble." 

"Tell me your relationship with the god of the underworld and I might consider it!" 

"I've already said that it doesn't matter. Since you insist on this, I won't waste any more time." 

Ye chen held the celestial Emperor's sword and reappeared the celestial Emperor's Secret order! 

"Heavenly Emperor command: resplendent earth sword reverse slash!" 

Ye Chen's figure transformed into three different forms. Countless ye Chen's shadows flew out like 

meteors chasing after the moon, each sword piercing through the heart! 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The sword Qi was unstoppable. The surrounding space trembled and countless mountains shattered. 

The earth cracked. Ye chen was like a Demon God that was destroying the world. At this moment, the 

wrath of the celestial Emperor would shake the entire world! 



"Ah?" 

The beast Emperor was shocked. It quickly circulated the beast Emperor power in its body, and the six 

martial arts of the beast Realm reappeared. 

"Be destroyed!" 

At this time, ye chen had triggered the sword energy in the earth vein to grow. The Avici sword shape 

directly emerged from the earth vein. All of them were reversed sword energy, extremely sharp and 

unconventional. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The clash of two strong forces shook heaven and earth, shocking ghosts and gods, and dimming the sun 

and moon! 

The power of the earth sword broke through the six martial arts of the beast Realm and reached the 

beast Emperor's shadow. 

Crack, crack, crack! 

The sword Qi passed through, and the Beast Emperor's shadow was destroyed! 

"You can actually destroy my projection. Your strength is far above that of an individual immortal!" 

"My strength is beyond your imagination. Beast Emperor, do you still want to persist?" 

"Ha, you little Confucians are too arrogant. How can you predict my future? Since you're the successor 

of the god of the underworld, you'll die Here!" 

"Hahaha, you're so obsessed with the underworld God. Good, I'll fulfill your wish!" 

The Demon's Eye appeared between ye Chen's brows. The demon's light shone on the nine Heavens and 

nine earths. The source of darkness appeared behind him. Suddenly, the power of the underworld God 

bloomed. For a moment, the heaven and earth shook and the three lights shone! 

Darkness guided light, how beautiful was that? light instilled darkness, how overbearing was that! 

Behind ye chen, the apparition of the god of the underworld appeared, adding to his majestic aura! 

Chapter 2107 2112-Battle Of Grudges! 

"The god of the underworld!" 

"Ha, I'm the god of the underworld now. How is it? are you satisfied?" 

"Die!" 

The beast Emperor gathered its power again. This time, its beast Emperor form was even more 

powerful. Its power could cover the sky. It was completely different from before. This was a sign that the 

beast Emperor had been completely enraged by ye chen. 
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Ye chen was also well aware that the beast Emperor was just a wisp of consciousness and had a strong 

attachment to the underworld God. Only by releasing it completely could he have a chance of obtaining 

the beast Emperor pill. 

"Kill!" 

"Die!" The beast Emperor shouted coldly. Its beast Emperor power burst out, shaking the surrounding 

space and shattering countless mountains. The beast Emperor power was the absolute power of 

destruction! 

Ye Chen's apparition of the god of the underworld, darkness pool, and Demon's Eye released their 

powers at the same time. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The darkness pool was endlessly evolving, and the ground was covered with a boundless black liquid. 

This liquid was the condensation of the darkness Energy of the darkness pool. 

At the same time, the Demon's Eye activated its battle mode. All the law structures in the surrounding 

space entered ye Chen's eyes. 

This was ye Chen's new combat form. It was the beast Emperor's super strength that stimulated his 

super potential. 

Ye Chen's expression changed drastically. His face turned icy cold. The apparition of the god of the 

underworld behind him fused with his body, allowing ye chen to enter the Dark Lord and the 

underworld King form. 

"Netherworld God's grasp!" 

With a furious roar, the dark power in the surrounding space condensed into a huge demonic claw, 

grabbing toward the beast Emperor. 

"Useless move!" 

Tens of thousands of years later, the beast Emperor's will to fight against the god of the underworld was 

high. With a single thought, the heavens and earth collapsed! 

"The beast Emperor fist is filled with the might of a Tiger!" 

The beast Emperor's attack was awe-inspiring without being angry. A Tiger-shaped beast Emperor's 

power rushed toward ye chen. The power of this attack was not something that the Tiger clan's 

powerhouses he had encountered before could compare to. This was the origin of the Tiger clan's 

martial arts. 

When the Demon's Eye was opened, the surrounding space entered a kind of nomological structure 

mode. Ye chen could no longer see the physical body but the form of energy and the basic structure. 

With just a glance, ye chen could clearly see the core of the power of this punch. 

"Nirvana life severing finger!" 



He pointed his sword finger, and the tip of the sword spontaneously shot out. A finger force condensed 

with the strongest dark power accurately hit the energy core of the beast Emperor's punch. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

With a burst of dazzling light, the beast Emperor fist was broken. 

The scattered shock waves caused the surrounding space to tremble rapidly. It was not that the beast 

Emperor's fist ray was not strong enough, but that ye chen had already seen through the key. 

"As expected of the inheritor of the god of the underworld. You saw through the mystery of my fist with 

one look. The Demon's Eye, right? hahaha!" 

At this moment, the beast Emperor suddenly laughed and a vertical eye appeared between its brows. 

"What?" 

While ye chen was still confused, the vertical eye emitted the golden light of the beast Emperor. For a 

moment, the entire place was trapped in the golden light barrier of the beast Emperor. 

Within the barrier, a golden light flickered. Waves of beast Emperor power pressed down. Ye chen felt 

that the Demon's Eye between his brows could not be opened. It had even fallen into a deep sleep. 

The beast Emperor's golden eyes were the nemesis of the demon's eyes! 

Ye chen had never expected this to happen but this was exactly what he wanted. If he could see every 

move clearly, it would be too boring. 

"Hahaha, beast Emperor, very good!" 

"Underworld God, I'll let you die without a burial place this time!" 

"Let's see what you're capable of!" 

Ye Chen's sword Qi turned again, forming the momentum of the heavenly Sword and crushing the beast 

Emperor. 

"Oh?" 

The beast Emperor sneered, not afraid at all. 

"Beast Emperor fist, arrogant leopard technique!" 

"Whoosh, whoosh, Whoosh!" 

The beast Emperor's figure flew at high speed, melding into its surroundings and disappearing from ye 

Chen's sight. 

This strange phenomenon once again intrigued ye chen. He waved his sword fingers and the sword Qi 

on the ground exploded again. The boundless sword Qi trapped the entire space, leaving no place to 

hide. 

"Beast Emperor fist, disdainful Eagle!" 



Suddenly, the shadow of a beast Emperor appeared in the sky. Like an eagle pouncing on a rabbit, it 

charged down. 

It was so fast that it didn't even take a blink of an eye! 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

A few bloody marks appeared on ye Chen's body but the opponent had hit the night Demon Armor. 

Soon, the armor released a strange flame and the bloody marks disappeared. 

"Again!" 

Ye chen provoked. 

"Beast Emperor fist, cricket horn!" 

The beast Emperor's body suddenly flickered, and the space seemed to stagnate. Then, it opened 

rapidly, stagnate again, and opened again. Then, a blood deer rushed over. Its two horns were actually 

releasing blood-red lightning, which was extremely sharp. 

"[Starseizing hand]!" 

Ye chen used the power of darkness to release the star plucking hand. A huge Dark Star descended, 

shining with the light of darkness. Combined with the power of the source of darkness, it instantly 

grabbed the deer Horn in front of him. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

The moment the two sides came into contact, the blood deer's horn exploded with endless blood-

colored lightning. In the blink of an eye, it traveled through ye Chen's body. 

Ye chen felt his meridians enter an extreme state of paralysis and his Strength Index dropped rapidly. 

"This!" 

The blood deer actually had such power. He had not felt it at all in his previous battle with the deer 

hoop. Just one move was enough to tell the difference between the current martial arts of the deer 

Tribe and the Beast Emperor's when it was first created. 

"Hahaha!" 

The beast Emperor laughed and stood in the air. 

"Underworld God, you've been hit by my blood-red Deer Horn. You've lost all the power in your 

meridians. Do you admit defeat?" 

"Beast Emperor, isn't it too early to say this?" 

"A loss is a loss, it's not early at all!" 

The beast Emperor's eyes turned bloodshot again. It was clear that such a battle was not enough to 

satisfy him. He had not finished releasing his power. 

"Beast Emperor fist: centipede ape exterminate!" 



"Boom boom boom!" 

Ye chen felt waves of pure destructive power. This kind of violence was completely at the peak of body 

refinement. The powerful vitality force caused the ancient God Power in ye Chen's body to be restless! 

"Roar!" 

The gigantic demon ape descended from the sky. Its fists were as large as mountains, ready to crush ye 

chen. 

"Unparalleled ancient God!" 

At this moment, the ancient God Power in ye Chen's body automatically emerged to protect its master. 

Countless metallic glass covered ye Chen's body and fused with the night Demon Armor. It was the 

ancient God armor. 

"Swish!" 

The ancient God's shadow appeared behind ye chen. He opened his arms and directly blocked the 

world-destroying demon ape's fists. 

"What?" 

The beast Emperor could feel that the power in ye Chen's body was completely different from the god of 

the underworld. It was a purer divine power. The body-tempering effect of this power was even greater 

than that of the demon ape. The beast Emperor was shocked. 

"Just Who are you? you actually have such divine power!" 

"Ha, what does it matter? hand over the beast Emperor pill!" 

"What a joke! You want the beast Emperor pill without passing my ultimate test? you're courting 

death!" 

The beast Emperor was furious. The beast Emperor power in its body surged, preparing for its strongest 

attack. 

"Ah!" 

At the same time, ye Chen's meridians were filled with ancient God Power. The power of the blood-red 

Deer Horn was completely shattered by the ancient God Power and disappeared! 

"Come on!" 

"This attack will make you bow your head, underworld God!" 

The beast Emperor's blood-red eyes burst with the strongest fighting spirit and hatred. He wanted to 

completely end the enmity of his previous life! 

Chapter 2108 The New Beast Emperor! 

"Beast Emperor fist, Lion Xiong!" 
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He condensed his core beast Emperor power and developed the strongest divine ability of the six 

martial arts. With a loud rumble, dust flew between heaven and earth. A huge ferocious Lion appeared 

in front of ye chen. Its roar was boundless, and its sharp claws dug into the ground. A huge tremor shook 

the earth as it erupted with supreme power. 

At this moment, the beast Emperor was high and mighty. He wanted to judge all those who disobeyed 

him. 

"Come and die, underworld God!" 

"I'm afraid you'll be disappointed. " 

Ye chen smiled. The ancient God Power in his body erupted again. The two-star ancient God was 

covered in metal glass, like a Vajra God of War. It was indescribable. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The ancient God's power around him exploded, the earth trembled, and the mountains and rivers 

flowed backward! 

"The celestial Emperor has ordered the destruction of the misty Heavenly Sword!" 

The ancient God's shadow rushed into the sky, and a huge Heavenly sword's shadow appeared in his 

hand. Then, the celestial Emperor order's ultimate sword was unsheathed. 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 

The celestial Emperor's might, which was supported by the ancient God Power, revealed an unstoppable 

aura and a dignity that could intimidate all living things! At this moment, ye chen wanted to cut off all 

karma. 

"Kill!" 

The beast Emperor was furious. The giant lion was like a missile, unstoppable. At the same time, it was 

not afraid of death. It had reached the limit of its violence. 

"Slash!" 

The celestial Thearch sword was vast and boundless, like a heavenly pillar between the universe. With a 

single slash, everything would be destroyed! 

The energy of both sides converged to the limit, and then the most shocking blow exploded in the sky. 

"Boom boom boom!" 

With a loud bang, sand and stones were thrown into the air. At this moment, the sun and the moon 

were in a daze. The world was upside down, and there was no light. It was as if the end of the world had 

come and the god of death was chasing after their lives. Everything was achieved in the chaos, and 

everything was destroyed in the chaos. Only the strong could be independent, and the weak could only 

disappear resentfully! 

Boom, boom, boom! 



After the first wave of explosions, the space could no longer restrict the strength of both sides. A series 

of powerful explosions continued to appear. The entire beast Emperor celestial phenomenon space was 

unable to resist such destructive power and exploded in the air. 

"Ah?" 

The beast King and Princess man 'er were both shocked. The beast King released his beast power to 

protect them, and they both retreated three thousand feet. 

A huge mountain peak rose up in front of him, and a Valley appeared on the ground. The majestic beast 

Emperor celestial image from before was completely shattered, and the Beast Emperor domain no 

longer existed. 

"What, What is this?" 

Seeing the beast Emperor celestial image shatter and countless huge rocks fall, the beast King's heart 

crumbled. This was the highest belief in the beast Realm. How could it be destroyed before its eyes? 

His heart was filled with melancholy. That sense of powerlessness made him fall into depression and his 

mood was extremely low. 

"Father!" 

Princess man er came over to support the beast King and continued to retreat. 

At the end of their vision, a figure descended from the endless dust. 

"BOOM!" 

With a loud bang, ye chen descended to the earth like a god. His back was facing the beast Emperor 

celestial statue and he held a blood-red bead in his hand. It exuded a powerful aura and infinite Majesty. 

"This is a Suan ni beast Emperor pill!" 

At a glance, the beast King recognized the treasure. It was the beast Emperor's blood pill! 

"That's right. The beast Emperor has failed. I have the blood pill!" 

"The beast Emperor failed?" 

Hearing this, the beast King turned pale with fright. The beast Emperor's celestial appearance contained 

the beast Emperor's divine will. Could ye chen have really defeated the beast Emperor's divine will? 

This information was too shocking and the Beast King could not accept it for a while. 

The beast Emperor was the highest faith of the beast Realm's lineage. In ancient times, it could fight 

against the god of the underworld. They had not expected it to fail! 

After obtaining the beast Emperor pill, ye chen had also obtained the most desired treasure of the beast 

Realm's powerhouses, the monastic robe! 

"Zi Zi Zi!" 



At this moment, a golden light shone on the ground, and an ancient book appeared in the sky. It exuded 

a powerful beast Emperor's power, causing the beast Kings and Princess man er to kneel down. 

"Beast Emperor above, we pay our respects!" 

Ye chen held the beast Emperor martial Canon in one hand and had the two of them stand up. 

"The beast Emperor martial Canon is here. I am the new beast Emperor!" 

"Yes!" 

The beast King was very clear about the meaning of the beast Emperor's martial Canon. The person who 

obtained this martial Canon was the successor recognized by the beast Emperor. At the same time, he 

was also the future emperor of the six martial arts! 

"I will complete the will of the beast Emperor!" 

"Beast Emperor above, we bow to you!" 

The beast King and Princess man 'er's salutations were equivalent to acknowledging ye Chen's status. 

After that, the three of them returned to the beast King's Hall. Ye chen held the beast Emperor martial 

Canon high. Everyone who saw it bowed and saluted, welcoming the beast Emperor back to the beast 

Realm. 

The beast King appeared in the beast King Hall. 

"To all the powerhouses of the beast Emperor's lineage, ye chen has been acknowledged by the beast 

Emperor and has become the new beast Emperor. He has become the Star of Hope for the beast Realm. 

We should submit to the new beast Emperor and unify the beast Realm!" 

"Good, good, unify the beast region!" 

Countless experts shouted,"unify the beast Realm!" When the beast Emperor had first established the 

beast territory, it had been unified. At that time, because no one from the beast Emperor's lineage had 

been able to reach the level of the beast Emperor, the position of the beast Emperor had been hidden, 

and the Beast King had appeared to represent the beast Emperor's lineage and exercise power. 

It was impossible for a beast King to have the authority and dignity of a beast Emperor, which led to the 

rebellion of all the large tribes. Now that a new beast Emperor had descended and unified the beast 

Realm, it was already an unshakeable trend to end the dispute. 

"Your Majesty beast Emperor, we will follow your orders. Please give us your orders!" 

"That's right. We've been waiting for this opportunity for God knows how long. The beast region must 

be unified!" 

Many experts came forward to ask for permission. 

"Good. Since you're all ready to fight, I'll give you the order." 

Ye Chen's eyes flickered. The beast Emperor's order issued a command to unite the beast Realm. First, 

destroy the Tiger, Eagle, and deer clans! 



"Roar, roar, roar!" 

The cultivators of the realm of beasts all roared in anger, displaying their beastly nature. They wanted to 

follow the beast Emperor, destroy the world, unify the realm of beasts, and make Supreme 

contributions! 

With the return of the beast Emperor, the wariness of unifying the beast territory instantly spread 

throughout the entire beast territory. The people who were most worried were naturally the three large 

tribes, the Tiger, the Eagle, and the deer. 

Finally, in order to protect themselves, they decided to call for a meeting of the Alliance of the three 

tribes. 

On top of tigermight mountain, the leaders of the three great tribes gathered. 

Above the Grand beast Hall, the leaders of the three large tribes sat on the high seats. Below them were 

the other small and medium-sized tribes that were subordinate to them. 

"Everyone, ye chen established himself as the beast King, but the beast King did not care and even 

helped him to establish himself. Such behavior is already deceiving the master and betraying the 

ancestor. An outsider becoming the king of beasts, this is too ridiculous!" 

The Eagle King was the first to speak. His eyes were malicious, as if he could see through people's hearts. 

His entire body exuded a cold aura that made people tremble in fear. 

"The Eagle King is right! Ye chen was just a piece of trash from a foreign clan, yet he dared to call himself 

a beast Emperor. It was indeed laughable! The three of us will form an alliance to fight against the beast 

King's bloodline and select the strongest to become the new beast King. We will completely annihilate 

the beast King's forces!" 

The deer King's domineering words caused the experts from the various forces below to have heavy 

expressions on their faces. Once they caught up with the Kings of these three races, they would truly be 

rebelling, and there would be no turning back. 

The cultivators below looked at each other, not daring to speak. 

"Hmph, what are you all waiting for? we, the Kings of the three races, have invited you to participate in 

this event to give you face. Are you not going to appreciate it?" 

Chapter 2109 The Three Kings Rebel! 

The cultivators of the three races looked coldly at the people below, and all the cultivators below 

revealed a look of horror. This kind of pressure made them breathless. 

"Hmph, although we are under your tribe, you have no right to give us orders. Furthermore, this is a 

rebellion, a betrayal of the beast Emperor's teachings. I will never be your Lackey!" 

At this moment, the leopard King stood up and shouted angrily. 

"This ..." 
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Upon hearing this, many experts revealed shocked expressions. They didn't expect the leopard King to 

be so unyielding and say such things in front of the three great kings. This was too dangerous. 

"Hahaha!" 

A burst of wild laughter was heard. Everyone looked over and saw that it was the deer King. 

The members of the deer Tribe might seem humble, but they were actually extremely brutal. This could 

be seen from the deer bracelet. As a King, the deer King was even more so. 

"Die!" 

The Deer Kings attacked, and the blood deer's horn charged at the leopard King. 

"Hmph, do you think I'm afraid of you!" 

The leopard King had already made his stand clear. Naturally, he would not rebel against the beast 

Realm with the deer King and the others. In fact, he was also someone who hoped to unify the beast 

Realm. After all, the might of the beast Emperor was unparalleled in the past, and he could even fight 

against the god of the underworld. The beast Realm was so prosperous at that time, but now? 

The leopard King had even received secret information that the Tiger, Eagle, and deer tribes seemed to 

be plotting something. 

Therefore, as a supporter of the beast Emperor, he would never give in. 

Buzz, buzz, buzz!" 

The two palm prints clashed, and the space trembled. The shock waves made everyone's ears ring. It 

was clear how strong the two were. 

The deer King's eyes were bloodshot. The blood-red Deer Horn in his hand turned into a sharp dagger. 

After he threw it, he attacked the leopard King frantically. 

"Leopard!" 

The leopard King's body moved so fast that he didn't even have time to blink. It was the leopard clan's 

Secret technique, the leopard movement technique! 

"Hahaha, how about a leopard? It's a pity that your divine sense is far inferior to a beast Emperor 's. 

What you've learned is only superficial. You can't control the real leopard's movement. You're not 

talented enough!" 

"You!" 

Hearing the deer King's mockery, the leopard King was furious. He flew forward, wanting to counter-

attack the deer King. 

At this moment, the deer King sneered. This was his way of goading the leopard King. Although the 

leopard King's movement technique was not comparable to that of a beast Emperor, it was still too 

mysterious for ordinary experts. It would not be easy to catch him. Once he escaped, things would be 

bad. Therefore, he had to be killed! 



"Blood deer lightning palm!" 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

Blood-colored lightning surrounded the surrounding space. The deer King's figure moved instantly and 

appeared beside the leopard King. 

"Kill!" 

The leopard King did not have time to defend against the attack and was instantly severely injured. 

Zila, Zila, Zila! 

"Ah!" 

In the blood-colored Lightning's entanglement, the leopard King's body kept twitching, almost unable to 

move. 

"Sinister villain, die!" 

The leopard King knew that he was in grave danger and tried to retaliate. 

"Ha, you really won't shed tears until you see the coffin! Die!" 

The deer King's palm print struck out again. Coupled with the arrangements that had been secretly set 

up around him, he struck out with an unstoppable palm. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

The three palm prints landed on the leopard King's body. 

One of them pierced through the leopard King's Head, killing him on the spot! 

"Ah?" 

Seeing this scene, the other experts didn't dare to say anything! 

This was the deer King's Way of killing the chicken to warn the monkeys. He wanted to intimidate the 

other experts and make them act according to the strategy of the Three Kings. 

The deer King walked back to the crowd and said,""Do you really think that the beast King has a good 

chance of winning? Hahaha, since we've come to this point, I might as well tell you that we also have a 

master behind us to help us. Today, those who follow us will be promoted to a higher rank after we 

succeed, and all kinds of resources will be given to you. For those who want to rebel against us, you'll be 

the example, leopard King!" 

"Yes! We're all convinced!" 

How could the experts below disobey? they all knelt on the ground and kowtowed to the Three Kings as 

if they were beast Kings. 

"Hahaha!" 

The Three Kings laughed wildly. As expected, these pieces of trash could be easily intimidated. 



In the end, the Three Kings rose in revolt, and many small and medium-sized forces followed them. They 

wanted to strike first and directly attack the root of the problem. 

In the beast King domain, the beast King Hall had been renamed the beast Emperor Hall. Ye chen had 

officially taken over the position of beast Emperor. News of the Three Kings 'rebellion had spread. 

"Beast Emperor, the Tiger, deer, and Eagle tribes are rebelling. They are leading millions of Warriors 

from the beast Realm toward our beast Emperor Palace!" 

"What?" 

In the hall, many experts were shocked. Millions of Warriors? this was a little exaggerated. This meant 

that more than ordinary beasts in the beast Realm had followed the Three Kings. 

"Your Majesty beast Emperor, what do you think?" The beast King asked. 

"Hmph, an Army of a million is but a motley crew. Capture the king!" 

Ye chen did not care about the number of Warriors on the other side. He had proposed to unify the 

beast Realm not only because he wanted to unify the many tribes in the beast Realm but also because 

he had a deeper idea, which was to find the root behind the Three Kings! 

After a few rounds of observation and tit-for-tat, ye chen believed that with the Three Kings 'strength, 

they would not dare to rebel easily. This time, he had just taken over the position of the beast Emperor 

and they immediately rebelled. It was obvious that they still had supporters behind them. If he thought 

about it carefully, in the beast Realm, there was only one force that could support their rebellion, which 

was the bi' an evil spirit! 

"The beast Emperor is wise!" 

Everyone knelt down one after another, feeling proud of ye Chen's spirit. 

"Experts, fight with me and unite the beast region!" 

"The unification of the beast Realm!" 

Their will was like a fortress, and their fighting spirit soared. The experts of the beast King lineage all 

released their auras, preparing for battle. 

In the beast King Canyon, the two armies faced each other. 

"Little brat ye chen, hurry up and accept your death!" 

The Eagle King flew up into the sky and shouted. 

"Little Eagle, you dare to be so arrogant in front of me?" 

Ye chen condensed Qi with his sword fingers and pointed at the sky. Suddenly, rays of sword Qi 

transformed into flying feathers and shot toward the Eagle King. 

"This is ..." 



The Eagle King felt this power and was shocked. This was the long-lost flying feather sword Qi of the 

Eagle Clan. 

"How is that possible?" 

The flying feather sword Qi flew over, sharp and unstoppable. The Eagle King was unable to resist it and 

directly fell from the sky. 

After landing, the Eagle King glared at ye chen and shouted,""Who are you? why can you use the secret 

technique of my Eagle Clan?" 

"Ha, I have inherited the beast Emperor's legacy and practiced the beast Emperor's martial code. These 

are just superficial skills, and you are so surprised?" 

"What? the beast Emperor's martial code?" 

The Three Kings were shocked at the same time. They stared at ye chen with wide eyes. They had not 

expected that someone would actually obtain the beast Emperor's martial Canon. This was the most 

powerful treasure in the beast Realm and the essence of the beast Emperor's martial arts. Many 

powerhouses in the beast Realm had wanted to obtain it but had not been able to. They had not 

expected a foreigner to obtain it! 

"What you hear is false, what you see is true. Take it out and let us see!" 

The Tiger King shouted. 

"I knew you idiots wouldn't believe me. I'll let you broaden your horizons!" 

Chapter 2110 2114-Fighting Two Kings Alone! 

Ye chen stood on the peak of the mountain and threw his right hand. Suddenly, a golden Scripture was 

released and suspended in the air, constantly releasing beast Emperor power. It was the beast Emperor 

martial Canon. 

With the appearance of the martial arts manual, the heavens descended with an auspicious sign. 

Boundless golden light shone on the earth. Everyone felt that they were being illuminated by the martial 

arts manual. The meridians in their bodies surged rapidly, and their cultivation levels actually increased 

one after another. 

This feeling was too real and too smooth. Everyone looked at the martial law as if they had seen a God 

of hope. Their spirits were greatly attracted. 

Many experts even walked toward Wu Dian unconsciously. The power of the beast King had already 

made these people submit to him. 

"It's indeed the beast Emperor's martial Canon!" 

The Tiger King looked at the other two kings. At this moment, they had no choice but to admit that ye 

chen already had the identity of the beast Emperor's successor. 

However, the Three Kings 'rebellion had already reached such a stage. No matter who the person in 

front of them was or what his identity was, it was impossible to stop them. Since the beast Emperor 
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martial Canon had appeared, their goal was very simple. They would snatch the martial Canon, kill the 

beast King, and dominate the beast Realm! 

"Don't worry. No matter what abilities this person has, don't we still have a secret weapon?" The Eagle 

King said. 

"The Eagle King is right. The beast Emperor's martial code can't solve the problem of us being overfed." 

The deer King also said. 

"Mm ..." 

The Tiger King nodded his head slightly. Since he had already made his choice, he could not stop. 

He walked to the front of the crowd and said,"this martial technique manual is a fake. You want to 

deceive us." This is the beast King's trick, and we can't believe it. Killing the beast King and establishing a 

fairer Beast Realm is our wish. Everyone, kill!" 

The Tiger King gave the order, but many of the beast Realm's experts revealed hesitant expressions. 

The beast Emperor's martial code was the symbol of the beast Emperor's successor. This was a rule 

passed down by the ancestors. Now that ye chen had obtained the martial code, he was the successor of 

the beast Emperor. This was without a doubt. If he continued the expedition, would he be violating the 

group's training? 

The situation threw the Three Kings into chaos. The deer King could not stand such a hesitant person. 

"Attack immediately, don't let me repeat myself!" 

He roared at those who hesitated. 

"Deer King, we followed you on this expedition because you threatened and bribed us, and also because 

we were dissatisfied with the beast King. Now that the heir of the beast King has appeared, how can we 

still obey your orders? The beast Emperor is the creator of the beast territory. His orders are the highest. 

" 

"That's right, the Three Kings "path of rebellion ends here!" 

"We are willing to submit to the new beast King!" 

Many of the tribe's powerhouses knelt down and paid their respects to ye chen. 

This scene instantly put the Three Kings 'Army in a dilemma. This was something the Three Kings had 

never expected. They had thought that they had succeeded but now, they were stopped by an outsider, 

ye chen. How could they endure such humiliation? 

"Hahaha!" 

Seeing this, the beast King was overjoyed. As expected, as long as the beast King's inheritor appeared, 

everyone's hearts would still be on the Royal bloodline. 



"Tiger King, deer King, Eagle King, the three of you have joined forces to rebel. This is unforgivable by 

the heavens. Now that the beast Emperor has arrived, why are you not kneeling and asking for 

forgiveness?" 

"Beast King, don't say such ridiculous things. With the three of us working together, do you think we'll 

be afraid of you? You want us to surrender after creating a fake beast Emperor? hahaha, you're the 

laughable one!" 

The deer King stepped forward and struck out with his palm. His blood-red Deer Horn shot straight into 

the ground. The experts who had wanted to submit to the beast King were all severely injured. 

"Ah!" 

Many experts 'bodies crumbled as they screamed. Their meridians reversed, and their qi and blood 

stagnated. They lost their lives on the spot. 

This brutal act made the other Beast Masters angry, but they did not dare to speak up. However, they 

were also at odds with the Three Kings. As long as they had the chance, they would definitely join the 

beast King's lineage. 

Of course, ye chen could see the internal situation of this Motley crowd. As long as he had the beast 

Emperor martial Canon, everything would be going in a favorable direction. 

He stood up, put away the martial technique, and looked at the Three Kings coldly. 

"If you're so stubborn, I'll take care of you!" 

"Hahaha, ye chen, you brat, Who Do You Think You Are? you're just a foreigner. You've come to the 

beast Realm and you want to be an Emperor? Today, I'll kill you, a fake emperor, and then unify the 

beast Realm. It's a great success!" 

"That's right. Since we've started this, we won't be afraid of any challenge. The result will make you 

suffer!" 

"Beast King, I advise you to surrender immediately. Otherwise, I will wash the earth with blood and 

Crack the Sky!" 

The Three Kings responded strongly. It was obvious that they would not give up on the plan. 

"Beast King, prepare to attack!" 

"Yes!" 

The beast King bowed, and then the Zhihu Army began to attack. 

"Kill!" 

The 30,000 beast Kings gave out orders at the same time, and the Beast Realm's experts had no choice 

but to listen to them. The three beast Kings were simply too brutal, and they did not have the chance to 

leave. 

Thump, thump, thump! 



Instantly, loud rumbles rang out between the heavens and the earth as countless experts began to 

charge at the formation on their ferocious beasts. 

Boom, boom, boom! 

All sorts of divine powers and secret Arts exploded in the air. 

The ground cracked open, mountains and rivers shattered. At this moment, blood gushed out, and 

fighting spirit soared. 

Just as the armies were clashing, ye chen and the Beast King looked at the three great kings. 

"Tiger King, this King will fight you!" 

The beast King spoke as he looked at the Tiger King. Originally, the Tiger clan and the Beast King's 

bloodline had some connections. However, in the end, they still ended up standing on opposing sides. 

"Hahaha, beast King, I didn't expect you to be so confident. Letting ye chen fight the other two kings is 

simply courting death!" 

The Tiger King laughed heartily. Now that he had stalled the beast King and had the other two kings 

assassinate ye chen, everything would be settled. 

With ye Chen's death, the beast Emperor martial Canon would fall into the hands of the Three Kings. 

Even if the beast Kings struggled, it would be useless. 

The other two kings naturally understood such a sinister plan. 

"Keep the beast King busy!" 

"Don't worry!" 

The other two kings left these words and flew up into the air to face ye chen. 

"Hmph, I didn't think that a little brat like you would have the chance to fight against our two kings. You 

should die with honor!" 

The deer King sneered at ye chen, revealing his blood-red teeth. This time, he would personally end ye 

chen and avenge Lu Huan. 

At the same time, the Eagle King also looked at ye chen. Ye chen had killed Eagle Wei. This time, he also 

wanted to take revenge. 

At the same time, they had their eyes on the beast Emperor martial Canon in ye Chen's hands. 

This martial technique manual was the only symbol of the beast Emperor's status. It contained the 

martial arts of the six great beast clans. As long as one obtained it, it would be like controlling the entire 

Beast Realm. 

"Since I've inherited the beast Emperor's martial arts, I'll get rid of the three of you for the beast Realm 

today. It'll be considered as me doing something for the beast Emperor." 

"You're boasting!" 



The two kings glared at ye chen. They did not expect this man to be so arrogant. After all, they were 

both in the abstruse immortal stage. The rules of immortal spells were already in the heavens and earth. 

No one could be so arrogant in front of them. 

"You're just a little loose immortal, but you want to kill us abstruse immortal Almighties. You're really 

shameless. Die!" 

 


